
BABIES 15-16 MONTHS

Oh My Baby

PLAY  GU IDE

Blah Blah



HOW TO PLAY?
Higher and higher he goes!  Balancing Cal musical stacking toy is a fun and challenging
game that will excite your toddler and support his motor skill development. With five
colorful pieces, you and your little one can take turns trying to find the right balance. This
wood toddler toy will have your little one reaching to find out more. Explore new textures
on the balancing balls and discover musical chimes when you shake the orange, green,
and blue pieces. This will quickly become a classic toy in your family that stacks up above
the rest.

BALANCING CAL
A musical stacking toy and a fun and challenging game
which can help with the development of fine motor
skills!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

CAUSE-EFFECT UNDERSTANDING MANUAL SKILLS COORDINATIONCOGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT
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HOW TO PLAY?
Your little one has already been taking his first steps over the last couple of months or he
is doing so now. In any case, this friendly animal will be his most faithful companion
around the house. It is an extra motivation for your little one to encourage and stabilize
his steps. Holding the rope and making sure the animal is following him will help
strengthen his balance and confidence. Can your baby already walk perfectly? Then set up
a circuit with cushions, papers, or wooden blocks so that your baby has to walk through
curves and obstacles. A great challenge for your little new walker!

A classic toy: the pull along animal. Everywhere your
little one goes, this animal friend is following. Pull the
rope to move the animal forward or give it a push for
extra speed. Perfect for developing gross motor skills
as well as imaginary play. 

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

PULL ALONG ANIMAL

COORDINATIOON MOVEMENT
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HOW TO PLAY?
We have called this stage blah blah ... and it is not for no reason! Your little one is
discovering that what was previously emitted as unrecognizable noises are now gradually
becoming meaningful words. To encourage his learning and language development, we
recommend that you play this with him: pick up the microphone and say an easily
recognizable word for your little one (for example, "hello" or "water"). Then hand him the
microphone and let him repeat the same word. And so one after another ... it can be full
words or just sounds in case he still doesn't know how to pronounce any word. He will
love hearing the echo of his voice and will encourage him to repeat the words over and
over again.

Do you dream of being a famous singer? With the
high-quality, battery-free Mighty Echo Microphone,
everyone can sing like a pop-star!

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

MIGHTY ECHO MICROPHONE

IMAGINATION LANGUAGE
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HOW TO PLAY?
With this fun block puzzle, your little one can build 6 cute farm animals. The 4 blocks are
printed on their 6 sides and your baby should try to form figures, placing the sides of the
blocks correctly. The goal is to increase colour recognition ability, creativity, and fine motor
skills. Younger children, who do not yet know how to assemble puzzles, can also use the
blocks to just stack them. Use this toy also to reinforce all the vocabulary related to
animals and colours. A very complete game that will your baby will enjoy during the
coming months.

The puzzles will accompany your little one for many
years, since they are a great tool for his cognitive
development. This is an ideal puzzle to start and
develop his logical ability.

WHAT DO YOU STIMULATE?

FARM BLOCKS PUZZLEP
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COGNITIVE DEVELOPMENT LANGUAGE MEMORY FINE MOTOR SKILLS


